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Bush train visits Bowling Green
Bush uses BG stop
to mock opponent
by Christina Wise
city editor
When President Bush rolled
into Bowling Green Saturday on
"The Spirit of America," he billed it as a trip to "blow the
whistle on Bill Clinton."
In addition to telling the near
10,000 people assembled between
Reed St. and Frazee Ave. what he
plans to do in his second term,
Bush levied several allegations
against his Democratic candidate.
"While I'm talking about the
positive things, Governor Clinton
insists on cutting America
down," he said. "While I'm focusing on the future, he is engaged
in a deliberate campaign of distortion."
Bush said that in order to raise
the money he needs for his economic plan, Clinton would not
only raise taxes on people who
make more than $200,000 but on
the middle class, too.
Quoting an Arkansas newspaper, Bush said, "If Congress
followed the example Bill Clinton
set as Governor of Arkansas, it
would pass a program that hit the
middle class the hardest."
"Governor Clinton says he
wants to do for the national economy what he's done for Arkansas," the president said. "If you
look at his record you'll see that's
not a promise. That's a threat."
He said the Clinton plan would
hurt Bowling Green residents.
According to Bush, someone
working in administration at the
University who makes about
$38,000 a year taxable income
would have to give another
$1,700 annually "to the taxman"
under the Clinton plan.
He ridiculed Clinton for saying
he's a different kind of Democrat.
"You tell me what's so
different about socking it to the
middle class. We don't need that
kind of difference."
Bush also shunned Clinton's
lack of foreign policy experience. He said while Clinton goes

BUSH
QUAYLE

to Hollywood, seeking foreign
policy advice from rock group
U2, he works with John Major
and Boris Yeltsin.
"Bill Clinton can consult Boy
George if he wants," Bush said.
"I'll stick with the experts."
The Democratic candidate was
quick to counter Bush's attack as
Clinton representatives distributed information to the media
claiming the president's tour
through Ohio and Michigan was
an effort to salvage the "economic train wreck" he has created.
"Instead of tossing lies off the
back of a train," the Clinton
release said, "George Bush
should come to Louisville Tuesday and debate."
In addition to trying to undermine his opponent, Bush appealed to University students for
support.
"I want an America where
•very graduate of this great
school can find a good, decent
job," he said.
He said under his administration, half the college students in
America now receive some kind
of federal grant or tuition assistance.
Referring to his "America
2000" plan, he also said he wants
to change our elementary and
secondary educational system so
parents can choose which school
their children attend, public, private or religious.
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Bush ended his speech by saying what America needs is a
smaller, more responsible
government, one that understands the strength of America
lies in places like Bowling Green.
"Our world is filled with so
much opportunity and we've
stood fast for freedom. In this
election, I'm the one that stands
for freedom and democracy,"
Bush said. "And I stand for these
things because they are the way
we can build a safer and more
secure America."
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(above) Traveling past thousands of spectators, President Bush's
train pulls in to place at S p.m., 4S minutes later than scheduled Saturday.
(top) After getting off the train, President Bush waves to the Bowling Green crowd while Mrs. Bush greets representatives from the
University and City.
(left) Awaiting the president arrival on The Whistle Stop Tour, Bush
supporters show their support by holding-up signs Saturday.
(bottom opposite page) Chanting "No more years," Anti-Bush supporters wave their flags and hold up a sign showing their dlsproval for
the president.
(top opposite page) Over 8,000 people gathered between Reed
Avenue and Frazee Avenue to see the president and voice their opinions Saturday.
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Security beefed up AIDS quilt may come to BG
for murder pretrial
by Julie Tagllalerro
administration reporter

by Chris Miller
courts reporter

members of the victim, some
wearing the light blue shirts
which bear his name, were preCourtroom spectators had to sent at the Friday hearing prepass through a metal detector sided over by Judge Donald
and a half dozen Wood County DeCessna.
Sherifrs deputies were on hand
at the Friday morning pretrial "We're not happy with the way
hearing in the case of accused things are progressing," said
murderer John Umbel.
Alice Hummel, the victim's
grandmother.
"There's nothing to do now unConcern for Umbel's safety
has prompted the court to in- til January," Hummel added.
At Friday's hearing Umbel apcrease security as the Jan. 22
peared haggard, his beard having
trial date approaches.
grown grey and bushy since last
Umbel is accused of the kid- spring, as he sat impassively benapping, rape and murder of a tween defense attorneys John
3-year-old Bowling Green boy, Duff in and Adrian Cimerman.
Alex Lelmgruber, in March of While no new motions were
presented by either the defense
this year.
or Wood County Prosecutor Alan
The severe nature of the crime Mayberry, DeCessna Insisted on
prompted many local residents scheduling another hearing belast spring to rum out in support fore the trial in order to "keep
of the young victim, periodically this moving."
holding candlelight vigils in front
of the Wood County Courthouse.
"This is not one of those cases
Baby blue ribbons and t-shirts that comes along every day,"
became the adopted symbol the DeCessna said.
Leimgruber supporters.
Another pretrial hearing is set
Several friends and family to be held Nov. 5 at 10 a.m.

Graduate Student Senate approved a proposal Friday to cosponsor bringing the NAMES
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt to
the University.
The assembly voted unanimously with one abstention to
give $500 to help bring the quilt
to the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
for two days in February.
Greg MacVarish, director of
orientation and co-chairman of
the University Quilt Committee
said the cost to bring a portion of
the quilt to the University is
$10,000. He said the committee is
asking different campus organizations for monetary support in
the program.
"The quilt [coming to the University] is going to be a reality,"
MacVarish said. "Students and
Wood and Lucas County residents will have the opportunity to
connect with the disease on a
personal level."
Each panel of the quilt represents a person who died of AIDS
and was created by loved ones.
The entire quilt covers 19 football fields, MacVarish said.
Because of the size and the fact

that it continues to grow, it will
no longer be displayed in one
piece after being shown in Washington, D.C. one last time this
fall.
According to MacVarish, the
quilt is divided into sections with
each section containing eight
panels. He said the committee
hopes to bring 60 to 70 panels to
the University so that 560 to 640
victims of the disease will be
represented.

MacVarish said the committee
is trying to bring panels of the
quilt representing victims from
Northwest Ohio and Southern
Michigan so people can feel the
locality and identify with AIDS
more.
"We want students to recognize there are people behind the
numbers and statistics," he said
"We want people to wonder what
makes those people who died [of
the disease] different than
them."
In addition to the quilt, MacVarish said educational programs about AIDS would happen
in the weeks prior to the event.
He also said pamphlets, videos
and condoms would be available
when the quilt is on display.

In other business, the assembly
voted unanimously in favor of
asking University Administration and the Faculty Senate to
make a request to Gov. George
Voinovich that student members
of the Board of Trustees be
granted voting rights.
Tony Fluellen, GSS president
and a student trustee, said although student trustees have the
opportunity to express their
opinions on issues the board discusses, they do not get to vote
and are not even aware when voting occurs.
"It is like a secret society when
voting occurs," Fluellen said.
"Student members have no [voting] power so this is important
that we try to help them." The
assembly approved a resolution
to increase the Professional Development Fund by $25.
The fund would make available
$125 a year for each graduate
student to pay for expenses while
attending conferences and other
programs. Students would
receive $75 for attending a program and $50 if they presented a
paper or participated on a panel
while at the program.
The increase would benefit all
students who applied for the
funds since August 26th.

BG economy topic of breakfast talk
by Chris Hawley
local government reporter

Times are hard - and they
won't get better soon, according
to a panel of local businessmen
who addressed city commerce
and government leaders during a
Friday "Breakfast in BG" dis-

cussion on the U.S. economy
sponsored by the University Relations Department.
"We're not going to pop out of
recession like we normally do,"
said Roger Vail, president of
Bowling Green's F.W. Uhlman
Company. "There are too many
forces at play."
Vail and fellow panel members

BANKEONE

Member FDIC

Will be on campus recruiting for our
Retail Management Development Program
and
Commercial Credit Training Program
Campus dotes:

Tuesday, October 6 (December Grads)
Tuesday, October 13 (Career Expo)
Thursday, January 28 (May Grads)
Contact your placement office for more details.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Bill Sluhan, chief executive officer of Perrysburg's Master
Chemical Company, Huntington
National Bank senior vicepresident Bob Lucas and Barney
Barber, plant manager of Bowling Green's Modine Manufacturing blamed factors as diverse as
health care costs, consumer confidence and foreign trade patterns for the United States' current economic slump.
The four also blamed a poorlyeducated workforce for some
inefficiency in businesses and
said making schools a priority
should accompany any long-term
plans for improving the economy.
"[High school graduates] can't
spell, they can't write, they can't
put two thoughts together, they
don't know any history and they
can't add, subtract, multiply and
divide," Sluhan said.
"We have to get serious about
our kids and what they can do in
the marketplace," Barber said.
The four predicted little improvement in the economy during the next year, but said they
believe recession is not all bad.
Vail said people are taking advantage of the lowest interest
rates in 30 years to refinance and
pay off debts. He said manufacturers are increasing efficiency

and exports to developing countries have increased as manufacturers seek alternatives to the
depressed markets of Canada.
Europe and Japan.
Vail added customers in his
company's Uhlman's department
stores are paying with largerdenomination bills and said it indicates people have money but
are saving more of it.
Barber said the recession has
caused innovation in manufacturing as well as an increase in
quality, especially in automobiles, because consumers are
looking for value.
The panelists said one of the
recent recession's worst symptoms has been the economy's unpredictability. Barber said he believes maintaining a "business as
usual" outlook is the only way to
counter the market's swings.
"We all read the Wall Street
Journal," he said. "You read it on
Monday, you feel good; you read
It on Tuesday, you feel bad. My
advice is to throw it away, don't
read it at all."
Barber said his company has
been forced to lay off nearly half
of its work force but has continued to pursue new ventures, including new plants in Singapore

and Japan. He urged business
leaders to seek new markets
abroad.
"If you want to expand your
business, you're definitely going
to have to look offshore," he said.
However, Sluhan said Northwest Ohio is still a prime area for
development. He said the area
has a good water supply, a central location, an underutilized
airport and good roads.
Sluhan said many companies
do not settle in the area only because they believe H is a strong
pro-union area.
The panelists briefly discussed
labor issues including the
national family leave bill now being debated In Congress. All four
said they support leave for
workers during family emergencies, but do not approve of involvement by the federal
government.
"I do hate to see it become a
law because it just means more
regulations," Vail said.
The family leave bill would
provide a tax credit to employers
who let workers have unpaid
time off during emergencies.
Three "Breakfast in BG" sessions on current affairs are organized each semester by the
University relations department.
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Dems vie for Senate hold
by Donna Cassata
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Up in the
clouds, Elvis Presley sits in a
pink Cadillac next to a cardboard
cutout of Democratic Senate
nominee Russell Feingold and
tells Wisconsin voters:
'Take it from the king - This
Russ Feingold record gets me all
shook up."
Shook up may be the best way
to describe Republicans as they
see a handful of unexpected
Democratic candidates threaten
to increase the party's hold on
the Senate, political analysts say.
Last year, President Bush's
post-Gulf War popularity and the
numbers alone -- 20 Democratic
and 15 Republican seats up for
grabs •- promised GOP gains in
1992. But with five weeks to the
general election and Bush trailing Bill Clinton, analysts say
Democratic pickups are more
realistic in the Senate that now
has 57 Democrats and 43 Republicans.
"All this looks like an even
greater Democratic Senate than
we have now," said Merle Black
of Emory University.
"Sixty seems very reasonable"
for Democrats to expect, said analyst Stuart Rothenberg. "If Republicans only have a net loss of

one, consider them very grateful."
Sixty seats would give Democrats their biggest margin since
their 61 seats in 1979. Even their
1969 mark of 64 is within striking
distance - bad news for Republicans who controlled the Senate
just five years ago.
Sen, Phil Gramm of Texas,
head of the National Republican
Senatorial Committee, shrugs off
any dire forecasts.
"Anybody who thinks they
know what's going to happen ...
it's bravado," said Gramm, who
has adopted the motto, "Work
does better than worry."
But consider two of the GOP's
unpleasant September surprises:
-In Wisconsin, businessman
Joe Checota and Rep. Jim Moody
waged a nasty campaign for the
Democratic nomination while
Republican Sen. Robert Hasten
waited for a not only "broke, but
bruised" challenger. Running far
behind the two Democrats was
Feingold, who used humorous
ads to set him apart, including
the Elvis spot.
The result was a shocker.
Feingold won the primary with
70 percent of the Democratic
vote.
"That was unprecedented. I've
never seen anything like that,"
Rothenberg said. "That is the

biggest surprise of the year. Forget Carol Moseley Braun. Forget
Guy Vander Jagt.... This was not
just a bomb. This was a nuclear
bomb."
Polls show Feingold with a
double-digit lead over Kasten,
who squeaked by with 51 percent
in 1986. Kasten's campaign recently launched its own Elvis ad
in which a facsimile of the late
singer accuses Feingold of supporting a tax increase that has
Elvis, as mentioned before, all
shook up.
"There's no doubt we have
catching up to do with the dynamics of the primary," said Paul
Welday, Kasten's campaign
manager.
-In New York, former vicepresidential nominee Geraldine
Ferraro was the front-runner
throughout the campaign but was
sullied by her opponents' charges
that her husband, John Zaccaro,
had ties to organized crime.
On primary night, state Attorney General Robert Abrams
came from behind and emerged
with a lead of about 11,000 votes.
Ferraro has yet to concede.
Republican incumbent Sen. Alfonse D'Amato has been dogged
by charges of ethics violations.
Early post-primary polls showed
Abrams up by 15 points.

Welfare bill may curb costs
COLUMBUS (AP) - State senators could vote this week on a
rewritten welfare reform bill
that sponsors say could help curb
Ohio's spiraling Mcdicaid costs.
Chairman Richard Finan,
R-Cincinnati, reviewed the bill
last week in the Senate Ways and
Means Committee. He said it has
been stripped of many provisions
that drew heated opposition
when first announced.
The Legislature returns this
week from summer recess. Finan
said the bill could be brought to
the Senate floor Tuesday, barring some procedural snag. If
approved, it would then go to the
House for a possible vote later
this year.
Flnan's committee made
changes as a result of concerns
by the nursing home industry
and others, including welfare advocates who said the earlier version was overly stringent.
For instance, the new proposal
eliminates a provision requiring
welfare mothers to receive birth
control counseling.
Also deleted were General Assistance demonstration projects,
such as a requirement for recipients to work or document job
searches. The bill instead adapts

a Department of Human Services
policy requiring participation in
a jobs program to be eligible for
General Assistance.
Finan said while the bill remains controversial. "We got rid
of a lot of things objectionable to
an awful lot of people."
The new bill changes a tax on
nursing homes to $1 per-bed, perday instead of 1.5 percent of
operating revenues, as proposed
originally. The industry said the
change spreads the burden more
evenly but the bill is still unfair
to homes that serve private
patients only.
The bed-tax would raise
$22.8-$24.1 million annually to
qualify for an additional
$36.9-$45.6 million in federal
funds. The revenues would help
fund the Ohio PASSPORT program, which helps elderly
patients remain in their homes
rather than go into nursing
homes.
It also would supplement
reimbursements of nursing
homes for Medicaid patients and
fund other kinds of communitybased services.
The bill would put a ceiling on
Aid, To, Dependent Children

grants of two children per family, although the Children's Defense Fund of Ohio and other
groups strongly oppose this provision.
Finan says the two-child provision will free up money for child
support and paternity establishment programs.
The nursing home industry
said it still is not satisfied with
the proposed tax.
"We still have problems with
the bed tax," said Clark Law,
president of the Association of
Ohio Philanthropic Homes and
Housing for the Aging.
"Obviously it's better than before, but it does damage to facilities that are essentially 100 percent private pay," he said.
Law and others have asked that
the Legislature look elsewhere
for new revenues. They suggested the cable television and
fast-food industries as possibilities.
The nursing homes also object
to a provision in the rewritten bill
that places a two-year moratorium on new beds and requires
pre-admission screening to
document the need for nursing
homecare. ,

The BGNcwi/TcrcMThomai

With the help of her gymnastic teammate and coach Charles
Simpson, senior Robin "Bird" Wall performs gymnastic stunts In
front of the Union Oval on Friday afternoon during the fourth
annual SauIt-A-tbon. The event raised money for the gymnastics
team.
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Eight in 100,000 take their own lives...

Suicides shock college campuses
by Karen Neusladl
College Press Service

When a law student at a college
in Boston took her life two years
ago by swallowing a handful of
pills, her family, friends and
professors were stunned beyond
words.
She had everything going for
her a supportive family, a brilliant future. But she was a highachieving perfectionist who
often felt overwhelmed by life,
though this was virtually unknown until some of her journals
were found.
The law student and many like
her are cases of "smiling depression," says a college mental
health expert whose specialty is
college suicide.
There are some students, says
Leighton Whitaker, director of
mental health services at
Swarthmore College, Swarthmore Pa., who are in quiet despair, and comprise most of the
surprising suicides among "welladjusted" college students.
Some college students may appear to express themselves emotionally, but they are only revealing a part of themselves - "party
animals," for instance, and others who wear a mask of cheerfulness, he said.
Then there are others who are
more forthright: "I can't take it
anymore."
Those five words are considered a "red flag" for college
students who may be contemplating suicide, say mental health
experts who have watched students struggle with depression
and despair.
The college suicide rate continues to grow, according to data

CAMPUS
SHUTTLE

"The more 'macho' the man,
the more likely he wll be
involved in morbid behavior,
which includes suicide and
murder. These men are
likely to avoid mental health
services, although therapy
can be a highly effective
preventative for them."

COLLEGE
STUDENT

Leighton Whitaker,
Swarthmore College
mental health director
from the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control.
Driven by low self-esteem, isolation, substance abuse and withdrawal, about eight in 100,000
college students take their lives,
according to a recent report by
the Journal of College Student
Psychotherapy, which studied
200 U.S. campuses.
Being a college student,
however, may actually act as a
buffer for youth suicide. The figures reflect a suicide rate SO percent less than their non-college
peers in the 18-24 age group.
"Most of the increase in the
last three decades was due to an
increase in youth suicide in general, and the vast majority of
those were white males," Whitaker said.
The death of a student by his
own hand has a chilling rippleeffect that sweeps the campus,
touching friends, classmates and
professors, said Whitaker, and
requires a process he calls "postvention" which includes grief
counseling and public services
for those who knew the deceased.

S^ L^S
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Whitaker strongly advises that
survivors of a suicide not try to
avoid the grief process, which
may be assisted by counseling, as
they may also become seriously
depressed.
"There is no more severe campus emotional issue than that of
the suicide of a student, except
the closing of the institution itself," he said, noting campus
communities can be more tightly
knit than small cities.
Some campuses consider student suicide prevention a major
priority.
A rash of suicides during the
1991-92 school year at the University of Maryland's College
Park campus prompted the administration to review mental
health services and find ways to
make support more readily
available to students
Eight students committed suicide during that year, which, ac-
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cording to the publication Campus Crime , is estimated to be triple the number that could be expected on a campus of 35,000.
The suicides did not appear to
be related, but school officials
said it appeared the students
were under severe stress because of personal problems and
the fallout from budget cuts that
disrupted campus life.
Since 1973, the United States
Coast Guard Academy in New
London, Conn., has had a community-based suicide prevention
program functioning within its
ranks. In the years since the program was developed, more than
SO students have been treated for
suicidal thoughts and severe depression.
Prior to 1973, the Academy lost
four cadets and one faculty
member to suicide in a five-year
period. Since the program was
set up, there has not been a completed suicide on campus.
New cadets are required to attend lectures, then take part in a
discussion exploring the problem
of student suicide.
Juniors are given four hours of
suicide prevention training
which includes in-depth discussions of causes, myths, misconceptions and "red flags." They
watch videos and pledge to become their "brothers' and
sisters' keepers."
Twice as many male college
students succeed in killing themselves as female college students; however, studies reveal
females make many more suicide
threats and attempts than males.
While the figures are tragic,
they are more encouraging than

the figures for the general population of the country, where four
times as many males commit suicide than femails.
For every male college student
suicide, there are, on the average
nationally, suicide attempts by
eight other males, while an additional 12 men threaten suicide.
For each female student suicide,
58 other women attempt suicide
and 145 threatened to kill themselves, according to research
data in Whitaker's book, "College
Student Suicide."
Whitaker, who often counsels
students in distress, also cites the
"machismo" role as one of the
reasons twice as many male students take their lives than female
students.
"The more 'macho' the man,
the more likely he will be involved in morbid behavior, which
includes suicide and murder,"
Whitaker said. "These men are
likely to avoid mental health services, although therapy can be a
highly effective preventative for
them."
The psychologist, who recently
published a paper titled "Machismo and Morbidity," said overall, college students engage In
less macho behavior than their
non-college peers.
Since mental health services
are usually highly accessible to
college students, there is an opportunity to prevent suicide that
their non-college peers do not
have. Gun control is also quite
strict on many campuses, making
accessibility to firearms more
difficult than in other settings.
Young women who think about
suicide, said Whitaker, are more
likely to give adequate warning
they are distressed and are more
apt to see a counselor, two factors which can deter the act of
suicide.
"The fact that women make
more threats is positive in itself,"
he said. "They more readily signal they need help."
Alcohol Is the single most overlooked risk factor for college
suicides, according to Whitaker,
who says, "Societal denial of the
physically and psychologically
damaging effects of alcohol have
allowed this drug to keep a
sacred place."
Most student suicides usually
are spurred on by heavy alcohol
or drug use, even If just for an
evening.
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Illegal seizing uncovered Organic farmers hurt
by John Challant
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio -- State liquor agents who confiscate video
gambling machines and other
items in raids should have to
prove the material is contraband
before it is forfeited, the Ohio
Supreme Court was told.
Lawyer John Connor II of
Columbus said it could take a
year or more for operators of
private clubs to regain money
and records held by the Ohio Department of Liquor Control.
Connor said an investigator
decides what is to be seized, and
the agency fails to follow the letter of the law in scheduling court
hearings at which the property is
subject to forfeit.
Proceeds of forfeited property
go to law enforcement agencies.
"In this country, you can't take
someone's property, just grab it,
and then say I'm going to set the
rules on whether I keep it or not,
or how," Connor said.

by few federal funds

"It's only one man's determination whether it's contraband or not, and they take a lot of
property. They take books, tax
records, computers, money," he
said in an interview.
Kurt Gearhiser, an assistant
state attorney general representing the department, said
agents seize anything they believe may be evidence in a gambling case.
He said owners may request
return of items at hearings.
"We give back on all petitions
of forfeiture, if anybody requests
it, all non-gambling equipment.
In other words, tax records, all
that stuffs given back," Gearhiser said.
"Is it a hassle for some of the
people? Yes, it is. The way I look
at it is, it's a cost of doing business. If they didn't gamble, we
wouldn't be in there, and they
wouldn't lose their tax records.
Maybe they lose them for six
months, but they'll get them
back," he said.

Gearhiser said the department
confiscates at least 500 machines
a year.
Justices heard arguments from
Connor and Gearhiser last week
in a case stemming from a 1988
raid at a Sons of Italy club in East
Liverpool. Agents seized two
games of chance called Top
Draw and Riviera, along with
$817.
A Franklin County common
pleas judge subsequently ruled
the property could be forfeited,
and the 10th Ohio District Court
of Appeals agreed.
However, the decision was
found to be in conflict with two
other appeals courts, and the
case went to the Ohio Supreme
Court.
The state contends that if a
permit holder breaks a law or
administrative rule, the case for
forfeiture essentially has been
proven.
Justice Herbert Brown appeared unconvinced.

Slow recession recovery
hinders real estate sales
Fear of economy stops people from plunging in
by John D. McClaln
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Rita Mumaw says the real estate business should be booming. After
all, mortgage rates are at their
lowest level in nearly two decades and there's a large supply
of affordable homes.
But buyers aren't flocking to
buy homes - at least not like
they did during recoveries
from most other recessions.
"They're afraid of the economy," says Mumaw, sales
manager for the Coldwell Banker branch in Gaithcrsburg,
Md. "They wonder whether
they will have a Job next
month, whether their wives
will still be working."
Thomas N. Thompson, an
Owensboro, Ky., home builder,
concurs.
"People are still very apprehensive about the state of the
economy," he says. "They are
very uncertain about their job
status and job security. In the
absence of that confidence,
they're delaying purchases of
durables like houses and cars
and appliances."
Mumaw and Thompson are
like real estate brokers and
home builders throughout

much of the country who are
finding sales crimped by the
slowest recovery from any
recession since World War II.
Sales of previously owned
homes fell in August for the
fourth time in five months.
Sales of new homes declined in
July for the fourth time this
year, some analysts say they
remained flat in August.
Construction of new homes
and apartments did post a big
jump in August. But that was
the first increase in three
months and was accompanied
by a drop in building permits.
That could mean slack building
activity in coming months.
"It's clear that rates ... are
not sufficient to get people out
there to buy homes," says
Daryl Delano, a housing analyst with Cahners Economics in
Newton, Mass. "Jobs and incomes are of greater importance to people. The labor
market is improving only very,
very slowly."
Mortgage rates plunged
after the Federal Reserve slashed two other key interest
rates in early July. Thirtyyear, fixed-rate mortgages had
dropped to 7.84 percent two
weeks ago, lowest since July
1973, although they crept up to

8.02 percent during the week
ended last Friday.
The lower rates have produced more buyer traffic. But,
Mumaw says, that's been
braked by a lot of consumer
caution.
"They're having a hard time
making a decision," she says of
prospective buyers.
Mumaw also points to another problem: consumers' inability to save because of slowgrowing incomes and debt
burdens remaining from the
so-called "go-go '80s."
"The buyers who we find are
qualified, who have the necessary incomes, don't have the
down payments," she says.
Other would-be buyers often
can't unload their current
homes.
"We deal with a lot of relocation properties," she explains.
"But we're finding a lot of people can't sell their house in,
say, Tennessee - so they cant
buy here. They just don't have
the down payment."
Thompson says the housing
industry "has been the engine
that has pulled the economy
out of previous recessions."

DAYTON, Ohio (AP) -- Organic
farmers have become victims of
a federal agricultural system
which gears research and education toward "high-input" methods that rely on heavy chemical
use, say advocates of organic
fanning.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture spends only $6.7 million
of its $1.6 billion annual research
budget on organic and other
alternative agriculture programs, said Elizabeth Bird, a
researcher at the Center for
Rural Affairs In Walt Hill, Neb.
And that is an increase from
1987, when the USDA did not
even have a research program
for organic agriculture, Bird
said.

still is looking for the best
system.
"I'd have a hard time recommending this to someone else,"
said the 43-year-old Hess. "I
shouldn't have to be doing this.
It's what universities are for."
"He's beating his head against
the wall," added Todd Fackler, an
organic farmer with a 220-acre
cattle and grain operation near
Plymouth. "It's what I've done.
It's what we're all doing."

However, there are signs of
change.
Ohio State University, which
operates the state's agricultural
extension service, started a $1
million-a-year Sustainable Agri"The picture's brighter than it culture Program in 1990, comused to be," she said. "But it's plete with a 120-acre experimenstill dim."
tal farm near suburban ReynMiami County farmer David oldsburg.
Hess went into organic farming
because conventional agriculture
Hess decided to switch to orwas not working. The more ex- ganic agriculture in 1978, four
pensive fertilizer he poured onto years after he bought his 56-acre
his fields, the smaller his corn farm near Pleasant Hill. He began developing crop-rotation
harvest became.
But eight years after he systems that rely on soybeans
stopped using agricultural chem- and clovers - which put nitrogen
icals, Hess is still struggling to into the soil - to replenish fields
turn a profit.
for corn and wheat. The problem
With no one to tell him how to has been choosing the right
farm without fertilizers, pesti- system.
cides or herbicides - and without
Hess' farm has since become
the livestock that most organic
farmers use for manure - Hess an experiment station treating
has developed an elaborate ex- each eight-plant row in a slightly
perimental farm that tests hun- different way. Each row is hardreds of different combinations vested and weighed separately,
of crop rotations, seed types and and the data is recorded in his
tilling techniques. But he said he notebook.

WALT DISNEY WORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM
Walt Disney World Co. representatives will
present an information session on the Walt Disney
World College Program on Monday, October 5,
7:00pm, in room 115 Education. Attendance at this
presentation is required to interview for the
SPRING '93 COLLEGE PROGRAM. Interviews will
be held on Tuesday, October 6. All majors are
encouraged to attend.
Contact: Cooperative
Education
Phone: 372-2451

^ffftkr^\sricfo World Co.
O The Watt D*n«y Company

■ ■ ■ An fti-Ml Opportunity employer
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Mora radioactive waste In Ohio?
Why is Oho going to become the disposal site
for radioactive waste from 6 stales?
Come hear Chns Trepaftofind out)
800pm. Tuesday Sept. 29
114 BA. Free and open to an
Sponsored by Environmental Action Group

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
1992 Phi Eta Sigma Spring Initiate! - If you
have not done so. pick up your charm/pm and
certificate from Shafty, 372-1054.
Application* lor Phi Eta Sigma Fall Book
Scholarships are available outside Or. Navin's
oif.ce (310 BA) on Oct. 1. Applications arc due
Oci 16

Travel ft Tounsm Research Assoc Confer
ence Todaym Pro-Conference Meeting
530pm
Rm 121. Eppler Center
MEET THE PROFESSIONALS IN THE T A T
AREAII

BeaOJ
FalOJ classes for WBGUFM
starting Thursday. Sept. 24,1902
Classes w« be in 111 South HaJl
at 9pm lor S weeks
BeaDJ for rhe -Radio with Teeth"
WBGUFM 88 1

SERVICES OFFERED

BG UNIVERSITY YMCA
Membership Drive this week in the Union
Foyer. 10 am • 3 pm Come see what we're al
■ itio^i I-o-!n<yo .Mo J^qy I-ml 3/2-6/23

Pregnant? We can help.
Free pregnancy tests A supportive services.
Call 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

Come |Otfi m the fun - the University YMCA
every Tuesday at 9.00pm m 105 BA.

You write. ..I'll lypef
Fast, accurate typing $1 00 per page.
Call 353 5906

Environmental Action Group
Guest Speaker; Chris Trepal
Topic Low level radioactive waste site thai will
be constructed in Ohio.
8 00pm. Tuesday. Sept. 29
114 BA. Free and open to all

PERSONALS
""ATTENTION —
Campus representatives needed to promote
Spring A Winter break vacations. Earn free v-p
and cash Best prices, best programs anywhere. CaH 1-e0Q-662-732S.

HAPPY HOURS
All Phi Eta Sigma Members ft 1 Guest
Uptown. Oct 2.6-flpm
F ree Puia by Gourmet Pizza Chef ft Pn»s
Purchase Phi Eta Sigma Sweatshirst-|20.

Jenny,
Happy 2ist B Day Now we can tinaty go to
the bars together
Love Always.
Earl

L aii no Student Union Meeting
2nd Floor Student Services BWg
9 00 pm See you therel

Pre Dedication
Art Festival

CELEBRATING
Ol

I III

FINI

I M I

NEW

ARTS

Join UAO and have
■ CARICATURE made!
Sept. 30.1992
12-3pm. Union Oval
HI com*. Islserve
Only $1.00
Don't miss out I
Monday Ntgni F oolball at bv athaui
A tooiball givaaway altar lha gama.
Happy Hours at night.
Myles Pisa by lha sice
Never a cover 35? 8707
Ne««u J Sale - New Indola Lino
Campus Headquarters Salon
Mon.-Thurs. 10-0, Fn -Sat 10-fl
STAND UP COMEDY WEEK
Buy any video at regular price and receive any
Stand up Comedy video free. Expires
10/2792. Located at 140 E. Wooster
LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELIVERS 354-5203
Tsne Out lor Catholicism
Wondering il your real*/ are Catholic?
Interested m just knowing a irrtfe more?
Returning to active membership?
Join Time Out lor Catholicism"
at St. Thomas Mora
Six Mondays ol informal discussions
beginning Sept. 28.7:30pm.
TRAVEL FREEI SELL QUALITY VACATIONS
FOR THE MOST RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
COMPANYI JAMAICA AND FLORIDA BEST
COMMISSIONS/SERVICE. SON SPLASH
TOURS l«0O42e-7710

Concerned about energy level?
Concerned about weigh! gain?
New product designed lor busy students I
Call Judy locally at 823-1717.

When classes shirt, does your nervous eaimg
•tart too? The fat free brown* III* the bill lor
too much or too little ime to eat Recorded
message 1-868-0085

CONGFIATULA1IONS
GREEK ALL SPORT CHAMPIONS
THETA CHI
DELTA ZETA
GREEK ATHLETES OF THE YEAR
STEVE VANDERING DELTATAU DELTA
MARY FENCE DELTA ZETA

WANTED

Congratulations Jenny Ross on your initiation
into Kappa Delta.
Love Betsy
DG Stacy Procopio A Knslen Carpenter DG
We Love our anchormatesl
Get Exated For a Great Year l
DG LITB Juke and Cnslen DG

Are You "Sold" on the Importance of Leadership?
We are !
S.O.L.D.
Student Organizations Leadership Development
has opportunities for leaders like you!!
Get more information and you application
NOW in 405 Student Services
372-2843
Applications Due Tues. Oct. 6

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is accepting applications for its 1993 entering classes.
(January, May and September)

(Slujtnt SmSca Building

General requirements at time of entry include:
I Approx.. 2-3 years of college in a life or health science degree program.
■ AG.PAof2.5orabove.

By
Piiiei

/

IA personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

Northwestern offers:
IA professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
IA spacious 25 acre campus in suburban Minneapolis.
I Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

25% oil
Art

j

Art Trade Bools
Art Supply Companies
Oemnnslraling
Products

out 1-800-888-4777 *r
Write

GREEKS ft CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS J1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation No coat
You also gel a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
Just tor calling
1-800-932-0528. Ext. 85

FCfCIFCfCFC

10a.m. -4:00p.m.

Artists

Movers: Strong, hardworking people needed to
help me move Oct 3. Start at 10am and work
D il job is Unshed. $6 an hour Call Mary at
3524287

FC IFCIFCIFC f C
JONATHON CARACCILO
ALL OF OUR 11 30 MEETINGS.
TRIPS TO THE COPY SHOP AND
PHONE CALLS PAID OFFI THANK
YOU FOR BEING SUCH A GREAT
ANO SUPPORTIVE COUNTERPARTYOU DID A WONDERFUL JOBIJANE

ADDITION

Demonstrations

Housemate wanted Own room »l50plu*util
Lance 655 3064

HELP WANTED

BUILDIN

University Bookstore

Detparale.il
Looking tor a place to live II you need a roommale, please call 841 4575

DZ ■ Mary Felice' DZ
Congrats on Panhel Athlete ol the Year1 I love
my -Sig"!
Love. Amy

October 1, 1992

V
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Director of Admissions

2501 West Eighty-Fourth Street ■ Minneapolis, MN 55431-1599

$252.50 Sen 50 funny, college T-shirts and
make $252 SO No financial obligation A Risk
Free prog ram Average sales time is 4-6 hours
Choose Irom iSdosigns Smaller-larger quan
titosavailablo Call 1 800 733 3?65
MEDICAL BILLING Opportunity as a licensee
in your area tor national healthcare company
Do Electronic Medical Insurance claims processing (or medical practitioners. $30.00000
PART TIME to over $80,000 00 FULL TIME
Company training initial capital required
$6298 00 plus PC. For more information by
mail caH (803) 745-0043 (24 hours).
MRDD SUPERVISOR: Full time position
supervising the day to day operations and
needs ol an 8 bed group of mental ry'physicaly
handicapped persons Responsibilities include
development and implementation ol programs,
staff development and training, working with
nurnng. education and therapy departments to
ensure quality care lor residents Previous
MR/DD experience and supervisory capabilities required Interested persons should submit
resume witi salary requirements to Sunshine
Children's Home, ATTN: S. C«ol. H.R. Mo/.,
7223 Maumee-Western Rd Maumee, Ohio
43537
GROUP HOME/RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST: Full and part bme positions working with
mentally /physically handicapped adults in a
group home setting Must be at least 21 years
of age, have a valid drivers license and be able
to do occasional overnights Base wage $624
and up depending on expenence/educatton
Positions available in Lucas and Fulton
counties. Submit resume or application to
Sunshine Children's Home, 7223 Maumee
Western Rd. Maumee. OH 43537 Ann: H.R.
Dept 865«25lext.240.

CINEMARK THEATRES
;

1 CINEMA 5
© 1234 N. Main St.

TAU

CAPTAIN SON
kvrl RUM*) A Mortal Short
fO-H 1:10. *10, S:I0. 7:10. +30 *
MS. SATURDAY NIGHT
sUyOyVOl
»*G II 1:70.4.40, 7.00. 9 JS *
HUSBAND ft WIVES
Woody Allan. MM fofto.
< 100. 70S. 9 40
SNEAKERS
RoUrt RWtcd. Siddnay foliar. Don Ayhroyd
■O-U 1:30,4:30,7:00, f:30
LASTWM^HICAWS

tWJDoyLM
Llfifijoi 5:10.7:70.93:
UNIVttSALSOUXEft
Von Domm. A Dolph Undo,,
■ 3 li. JOO
•8Hows wil things Friday
• NO PJ.ISEI
•Lais Shows Fri ft Sal. Only

Classified
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NURSES AIDE/DIRECT CARE WORKER:
Ptvi-bme unUi fuH ome potential wotkjng in a
residential facility lor mentally/phy nearly handicapped persona. Various shifts available and
mutt be able to work weekends as required
Strongly prefer persons with previous experience Base wage %S 38 and up depending on
eipenenoB/educaoon Submit resume or application to: Sunshine Children's Home, 7223
Maumee-Western Rd . Maumee. OH 43537,
ATTN: H H Depi 865 0251 Ext 240.
MR/DO SUPPORTED LIVING SPECIALIST:
FuH Ome position working with menuIfy/physicaly disabled adults providing support
and trairwig in tie client's homes. Candidate
must be at least 2t years of age, have a valid
drivers license, own reliable vehicle, insurance,
be available lor weekends/evenings as required Previous experience m the MR/DD
held or related education preferred. Knowledge
of sign language helpful but will provide necessary framing Submit applcaiort/reeume to
Sunshine Children's Home, 7223 MaumeeWestem Rd.. Maumee. Ohio 43537. Ann: H R
MQT.E.O£

PHYSICAL THERAPIST/PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT: Full ome (30 plus hours per
week with benefits) or pan Dme position with
flexible hours including some weekends. Musi
have appropnate degree and Oho license or
OTHO license eligible Negotiable salary based
on experience. Sunshine Children's Home Is a
residential facility serving persons with mental/physical disabilities Fatality provides a
therapeutic pool and aquatics equipment
Submit resume/appkcabon with salary requirements to: Sunshine Children's Home,
7223 Maumee Western Rd.. Maumee, OH
43537, Ann: S Croll. Human Resources Man
ager.
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Need consultants to show new kitchen hne at
home parties Cookin' The Amencan Way
offers excellent commissions. No investment
free training. Get started in 3-4 days. Phone
422-5129 for more Info
PICTURE PERFECT
PHOTO CLIPPERS
Earn $75 to $125 per day Work without pressure. CaH anytime 1-800-643-1345.
ATTENTION Earn $2500 * Free Trips! Earn
$25001 Students. Greeks. Clubs Earn Free
Spnng Break Trip After Selmg Only 8 Tnps At
Your School' SpnngBreak 1 800 678 6386
i5-25 over-weight men A women to partapak*
in weight loss program (or advertsing purposes. Must have at least 20 lbs. to lose.
CaH Formu 3 354-4500
Recreation coorrjinalor
Parrnme staff needed to
coordinate and supervise YWCA
overnight activities. Applicant
must have experience in physical
education, recreation, and/or
working with children First aid
and CPR preferred.
Deadline Oa 8. '992
Submit resume to
Office Manager. YWC A
lOlSJtfferson
Toledo. OH 43624
E.O.E.

Sales Reps needed - good pay
Macintosh Operators needed - Latino Newspaper Call 1-600-484-4179 Ext. 9351 Send
resume to 616 1/2 Adams St Toledo, OH
43604

Babysitter needed lor 2 toddlers. Tuesdays
3:30 5:30 Call 354 7479
Campus sales rep wanted (or one ol the leading oolage travel companies in the country.
Earn cash commisnons. free ski tnps and/or
Spnng Break rips to Cancun, Jamaica, BahamasiCall 1-800 666 4857 lor info
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our clrculars'. Begin NOW! .. FREE packet) SEYS.
Depl. 235, Box 4000, Cordova, TN
38016-4000.

The BG News
needs an experienced student typist
to typeset classified advertising
"'YOU MUST BE""
Accurate, Speedy A Dependable
with experience on IBM- PC
A proficient proofreading skills
Apply i Student Employment
THE WAPAKONE TA DAILY NEWS:
We are seeking a sales minded, goal oriented.
enftusiasDc people person to join our award
wmrung advertising staff. For this entry level
position we offer an established sales territory
with protected accounts, salary plus commission, benefits. 401K To arrange an nterview
please mail your resume and salary history to
THE WAPAKONETA DAILY NEWS
8 Willipe Street
Wapakoneta. Oho 45895

BAHAMASTRIPStor2"
5 days/4 nights
Cruise passage, accomodabons, morel
Great for Christmas/Spring Break
Only $5001)1
CallJohn 353-1610

MOVING SALE: Cokv TV, desk, stereo cab.
net. stereo cassette player. 30 gaton fish tank
w/ali accessories. Call 353-0661.

Black leather bar with matching stools
$75 or best offer
Call 352 5147

FOR RENT

Vetodyne loud speakers • $125. 2 pairs of
brand neww K-Swiss whrte tennis shoes
($30 00 a pair) 353-6522.

Brother WP-75 Word processor Practically
new For more mlo call Mke at 268-2558.

n

$100 off first month's rent Stop by the office to
see our beautiful and spaoous two bdrm furnished units. Must bnng this ad for great savings
to Visage Green Apartments 3S4-3S33.

n

5 BLUE RIBBON PHOTO 5 -

Tutors needed; most academic areas; $480
to $5.60 per hour, see job board at Student
Employment Office.

FOR SALE

Let us Develop Your Winning Moment
If you've WW dreamed of being behind (he crmrnil:
o( an airplane, ihis t> your chance <» find out uhal

If you're cut out for it. we'll Rive yrni free UMIUII
flight trjiiiini: maybe even $100 a month cash while

h'l really like

pOtt'lC

A Marine Coipl |»ilul is lommn In campus who
can lake you up for trial IlijthiS

a Harrier, Cobra Of r A-IH
Gel a UMeofwhal life is like

,,w

We're looking '<"" * '
college MudenLs uho fuse ihe
hrams and skill—as well a>
ihe desire—lo become Marine

pion

III

school And someday you could be flying

Geta taste
oflife

at ihe top Hie flight s on us

WE ARE
Bowling Green's Only Full-Line
PHOTO STORE
Featuring:
1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras
• Film • Lenses • Batteries •

P

$3, $2 or $1 OH on
Film Developing

Extra Set ol
Prints lor St

1

■ Good on iic.126.35 mmandoiicftlr-i I ju»i add II 10 Ha ragurpr pnea andara
I (C-41 prooMS) Got 13 on on 36 tip. 12 wia gva rou a laco-id iat or color prritai
I or on 24 tip or $1 01 on 12/1S tip
I Oflar good 1 Ho imp ol oairarorxig on
* Tha cout>on nxiti accompany ordar Trui I lancard 3 5* tap pnna from 110. OIK.
■ couponnolvapd■«anyddworlar.
I '26 o-35 nvn (C-41 prooaaa). 12.15.24
I Oflar good al ama or davaloprng ona roll ' 6 3S aipoaura roua Traa on* not *4M
I par coupon.
■ win any ornar oflar Imt ona rol par
I
Icoopon
■ Eaplraa lO/Jnn
po.N I EapMa KVM3
M«

New Services Available
• Now Available Black and White Rush
service (3hr turn around)
• Wallets & 5x7 photos in 1 hr.
• Jumbo 6x8 Enlargements
• 4x6 Photos same day
One hour processing and much more
We gladly accept checks and credit cards

nSil weylC
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5

=BLUE RIBBON PHOTO s r
157 N. Main Street, Bowling Green
(Across from Uptown)
Free plane rides at the Wood County Airport on Tuesday, September 29.
Call Judi at 1-800-875-4341 to schedule your flight.

Ph. 353-4244

I I I I I I I I I IH
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Uphill Battle
The Falcon cross-country team finished third at Mel Brodt Invite

Tfcc BG Newt/Tim Norman

Juniors Shawn Howard (74), Eddie Nicholson (79) and Deric Kenne (76) lead the field
up the hill during the second mile of the 10K race. Nicholson was the first BG runner,
finishing fourth. Miami's Fred Kieser (105) won the event.

*.
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Miami nips the Redskins defeat Falcons
BG finishes 3rd
women by six to behind Miami,
at
win Mel Brodt Cincinati
Mel Brodt Invite

byAndyDugan
sports writer

The women's cross country team took a close second place to
Miami Friday, in the Falcons' only home meet of the year.
The Mel Brodt Invitational hosted Miami, the University of
Cincinnati, Youngstown State and the University of Akron. The
meet was also a dual meet against Miami.
Overall, Miami won the meet with 36 points to
second place BG's 42 points. In the dual meet
scoring, it was Miami: 27 points, BG: 30 points.
"We could've done much better," said women's coach Steve Price. "This is the first time a
MAC school has beaten us this year. We had a
lot of mediocre running."
Top runner Cheri Triner agreed with Price.
"We had a lot of people that were sick. If we
would have been up to par, I think we could've
Price
beaten them," Triner said.
Triner won the 3.1 mile race with a time of 17:57. Miami's Julie
Rhoda led for the first two miles of the race, then faded at the
end.
"We were together in the first mile, which was all flat. At the
second mile, we hit the hill and she pulled away. It wasn't until
the third mile that I caught her. I wanted to stay with her the
first two miles, then outdo her in the last mile. It didn't work out
that way, but when I checked my pace, I saw that I was right on
track; she just went out hard," Triner said. Rhoda took second in
18:18.
Triner, who is undefeated, stated her goal was to win the race.
She commented on her third mile being strong and that "it was
just a matter of reaching her" in order to win.
"Cheri ran tough," Price said. "She beat one of the top conference girls. She's also one of the few BG girls to break 18 minutes
on this course."
Price also commented on Suzanne Isco's 10th place overall finish; fourth for BG. "She ran the best race, outside of Cheri, on
the team," he said.
Other BG placers were: Tracey Losi, fifth place with 19:04; Jill
Strawser, ninth with 19:26; Suzanne Isco, 10th with 19:30; and
Jenny Wheeler, 17th with 20:18.
The women's next meet will be the Lakefront Invitational this
Saturday in Chicago, 111. The race is a SK (3.1 miles) and will begin at 11a.m.

by Andy Dugan
sports writer

The men's cross country team
struggled to a third place finish
Friday in its lone home meet of
the season, the Mel Brodt Invitational.
The meet
hosted Miami, |
the University
of Cincinnati,
the Universtiy
of Akron and
Youngstown
State. It also
served as a
dual meet
Sink
against Miami.
The Redskins dominated the
race, winning with 27 points. The
University of Cincinati took second with 57 points, followed by
BG with 62 points. In the dual
meet, the score was Miami: 18
points, BG: 43 points.
"Miami ran the perfect team
race," men's coach Sid Sink said.
Eddie Nicholson placed first
for the Falcons and fourth overall with a time of 33:02. Miami's
Fred Kieser won the 6.2 mile race
in 31:58.
"The race was slow throughout
the first three miles, so it was a
very tactical race. At the three
mile mark, Miami tried to stay
together as a team. Fred Keiser
gave role call at the four mile
mark, then he took off and his
pack followed," Nicholson said.
"You've got to stay very close
together as a team because the
slightest thing can break the
pack up."
Both Nicholson and Sink were
disappointed in the Falcon's team
performance.
"Mentally, at the end of the
race, I fell apart. We didn't run
well together as a team," Nicholson said.
Sink agreed that the team
wasn't performing as expected.
"We might have been afraid of
a 10K race; we sure looked like

Thr BG Ncwi/Tlm Norman

Junior Eddie Nicholson runs part of the 10K Mel Brodt Invitational
held at Bowling Green, Friday. Nicholson finished fourth in the even)
with a time of 33:02.
we were. The race didn't start out
fast and we had guys dropping
off right away," Sink sald."We
just aren't running aggressive
enough. It's hard to say what's
causing it. We need to get in better shape."
Sink said he thought Nicholson,
Scott Kelly and Glen Lubbert had
decent performances.
"We're going to work hard this
week and try to get some kind of
rhythm back and a more positive

attitude. We are going to try and
bounce back," said Sink.
Other placers for the men
were: Scott Kelly, eighth place
with 33:40; Shawn Howard, 15th
with 34:27; Brad Schaser, 17th
with 34:45; and Deric Kenne, 18th
with 34:46.
The men's next meet will be
the Notre Dame Invitational in
Notre Dame, Ind. on Friday. The
five mile race will begin at 5 p.m.

TAKE THE KEYS.
CALL A CAB.
IAKE A S1AND.
LEI FRIENDS DRIVE ORUNK

1-800-332-AIDS

tvertoAPDllied!
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Back on track

Tkc BG Ncwi/J«y Murdock
Falcon Zcb Jackson (21) rushes toward* Derrick Fields of East Carolina during BG'i 44-34 victory Saturday. Jackson scored two touchdowns for the Falcons.

Bowling Green outlasts
East Carolina, 44-34
by Glen Lubber!
sports editor

The Bowling Green football
team was able to go the distance
in a marathon match-up with
East Carolina to win, 44-34, Saturday.
The Falcons
got a much
needed confidence boost as
they head into
their MidAmerican Conference schedule next weekend. They raise
Blackney
their record to
2-2 overall
while the Pirates fall to 2-Z
It was a game of offense with
the Falcons gaining 246 yards receiving and the Pirates posting
406 yards in the air. Both teams

were able to sustain lengthy
drives and put points on tne
board right from the start.
Despite getting the scoring
jump with a four-yard touchdown
by Junior Smith, ECU was unable
to hold the Falcons in the first
quarter as they scored three
straight times. BG headed into
the second quarter with a 17-7
lead.
Entering the second quarter,
ECU scored first on a one-yard
run by Smith. The two rushing
touchdowns were its first of the
season. The Pirates have relied
on their passing game led by Michael Anderson, who threw for
379 yards with 33 receptions on
55 attempts.
Anderson said he wasn't expecting the high scoring game. In
fact, he didn't think the Falcons
would give them much of a challenge, let alone score 44 points.

"They had a great offense
which enabled them to score a lot
of points," Anderson said. "...We
thought it would be like a little
scrimmage and stuff. But they
fooled us. They came out ready to
play and came away with the victory."
The high scoring was even a
surprise to BG head coach Gary
Blackney, a defense man who has
served in a defensive capacity all
of his coaching career.
"I've not coached in too many
of those kinds of games," Blackney said. "But, it doesn't take
away the happiness and the exhiliration of winning. It doesn't
matter how you win. The important thing is to win."
The Falcons were able to eliminate costly turn-overs - giving
up only one on a missed pass by
See FALCONS, page seven.

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
MAJORING IN
Clinical Psychology
Physical Therapy
Discover a challenging,
rewarding luture that puts
you in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional
development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT
(216)826-4510

TOETF^
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Offensive outburst sparks win
by Erik Puplllo
assistant sports editor

Whether It was playing in the
friendly confines of the newly
commemorated Doyt L. Perry
Stadium or the psychological
edge the Falcons gained with the
donning of their "Orange Crush"
uniforms, BG was able to almost
double its point production of its
last two games to beat the Pirates
from Eastern Carolina 44-34.
"I was worried about their
offense all week long," ECU
coach Steve Logan said. "I think
they have an NFL draft pick at
quarterback and he was effective, but the thing we did not do
was stop the running game.
"I felt if we could have stopped
the running game and made him [
Whitelthrow, we would have had
a chance, but we couldn't do it
and that's how the game unfolded. It really wasn't a mystery."
The Falcons showed almost
equal balance on offense as quarterback Erik White broke out of
his two game slump to pass for
246 yards while throwing only
one interception.
However, the key to BG's and
White's success was the Falcons'
ability to rush the football, some-

thing they have not been able to
do successfully the last two
weeks against the Big 10's Ohio
State Buckeyes and Wisconsin
Badgers.

lockeroom witha 31-20 lead.

Miami

escapes
disaster

Blackney said. "ECU was a very
In the second half, Smith and physical football team ... We've
Jackson both had to leave the been trying to find ways to get
game with injuries. Smith left George in the game more often.
He's on the punt return team, The Associated Press
he's on the kickoff coverage and
return team. He's an outstanding
'1 was worried about their offense ail
MIAMI - Steve McLaughlin
back and we want him to play
more, but Zeb is also playing so was barely wide right with a
week long. I think they have an NFL draft
well.
51-yard field goal on the final
pick at quarterback and he was effective,
play, and top-ranked Miami sur"Another
young
fellow
who's
vived its closest call at the Orbut the thing we did not do was stop the
exciting to watch in practice is ange Bowl since 1985 to beat the
running game."
Eric McGhee and we haven't had Wildcats 8-7.
a chance to get him In the game.
Arizona (1-2-1) was a 27-point
But then again, in the last two underdog.
Steve Logan, ECU head coach weeks we haven't had the chance The Hurricanes (3-0) nearly
to establish a running game and succumbed to missed tackles,
as we get better, we hope to give missed field goals and a missing
"I was really happy for our with a injury to his hamstring these young guys more opportun- running game. Miami's only
offense -- with Erik, the offensive while Jackson was banged up ities."
touchdown and the game's final
line and our running backs," with a hip pointer.
points came on Gino Torretta's
According to Blackney, it takes 2-yard pass to Dietrich Clausell
coach Gary Blackney said."We
balance
between
the
rushing
always knew we had the talent
The Falcons didn't miss a beat
late in the third quarter.
and potential to be an explosive as sophomore tailback George game and passing game to make
both
aspects
of
the
offense
sucoffensive team and I think we Johnson and freshman fullback
Arizona forced a punt and took
showed that."
Darius Card picked up the slack cessful.
over at its 35 with 3:38 left. The
and shouldered the burden of
Wildcats moved to the Miami 35
BG was motored by running BG's ground game in the second
"We were hitting on all eight but chose to run just one play a
backs Leroy Smith and Zeb Jack- stanza, accumulating 65 yards cylinders today and White played quarterback sneak in the final
son, who along with White rushed rushing and a combined IS yards the best game I've seen him play minute before lining up for
for 129 yards in the first half, al- receiving.
in the two years I've been here," McLaughlin's kick.
lowing the Falcons to chew up
Blackney said. "He has a good
The sophomore's attempt was
17:15 minutes of possesion on the
"Zeb was injured and he had coach in Mike Faragalli and he's straight and had plenty of disgame clock and head into the taken some shots out there," a smart kid."
tance but was just wide.

Denver ousts Cleveland Michigan State
slides to 0-3
by Chuck Melvln
AP sports writer

CLEVELAND - David Treadwell kicked four
field goals, and Cleveland proved that too many
quarterbacks produce too little offense as the
Broncos beat the Browns 12-0 Sunday.

The Broncos' running game, ranked 27th in the
NFL, produced 188 of Denver's 300 yards, making
up for the five sacks endured by John El way. Second-year back Reggie Rivers clinched it with a
48-yard run from his own 5-yard line in the fourth
quarter, kaying a 94-yard drive that set up Treadwell's fourth field goal.

The quarterback of the week for the Browns
(1-3) was Mike Tomczak, the third man to take the
snap for Cleveland in as many weeks. The result:
the Browns' first shut out in more than a year. The
Broncos (3-1), meanwhile, bounced back from last
week's 30-0 embarrassment at Philadelphia and
got their first shutout since 1989.

Tomczak followed Bernie Kosar (broken ankle)
and Todd Philcox (broken thumb). Because he had
been with the Browns only 12 days, he ran a conservative offense that totaled 216 total yards, 141
of them on the ground.

AIR FORCE RQTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY
NOT!
Don't believe everything you hear. The Air Force continues
to seek outstanding students to fill future officer
requirements. See yourself becoming a leader, graduating
from college as an Air Force officer with fully developed
qualities of character and managerial ability. Notice, too,
the opportunities. Like eligibility for scholarship programs
that can pay tuition, textbooks, fees...even $100 in tax-free
income each academic month.
Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects pride in yourself and
your ability to accept challenge. Get the picture? Now
make a calll

419-372-2176
AIM HIGH-AIR FORCE

Ever Get Somebody

Mlytad!

*

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS
DRIVE DRUNK.

Associated Press

BOSTON - Boston College
extended its shutout streak to
three games with a 14-0 victory over Michigan State in a
steady rain Saturday.
Dwlght Shirley scored on
runs of 80 and 1 yards for the
25th-ranked Eagles (4-0), who
have not given up a point in
187 minutes and have outscored their last three opponents 91-0.
The last time the Eagles
had three straight shutouts
was in 1942.
Boston College fans, who
suffered through five
straight losing seasons, are
already starting to think
about bowl games
they
threw oranges on the field, a
ritual for fans dreaming of a
New Year's trip to Miami and
the Orange Bowl.
The Spartans (0-3) never
got past the Boston College
21. That drive, in the third
quarter, ended when Jim Del
Verne missed a 39-yard field
goal attempt.
Shirley had 159 yards on 24
carries and Chuckle Dukes
added 153 on 25 rushes. Glenn

Foley, who entered the game
ranked second nationally in
passing efficiency, completed
only nine of 18 passes for 83
yards.
Despite the impressive
offensive numbers, the game
was dominated by the BC defense, led by linebacker Tom
McManus' nine tackles. The
Spartans, who gained 483
yards a week earlier against
Notre Dame, had less than
half that amount against the
Eagles.
The Michigan State defense, victimized by several
big pass plays against Notre
Dame, cut off deep routes
successfully but could not
stop the BC running attack.
Linebacker Matt Christensen
led the Spartans with 13 tackles, 10 unassisted.
Shirley's first touchdown
came midway through the
opening quarter on the first
play after a Michigan State
punt. The sophomore fullback
broke through a big hole in
the middle of the line, cut to
the left sideline and outran
two defenders.
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Soccer stays undefeated in MASC
Bowling Green shuts out
Central Michigan, 2-0
by Randy Setter
sports writer

The soccer team weathered the
rain and put on a defensive show
in front of the Parents and
Alumni Day crowd by beating
Central Michigan 2-0. The victory over its second MidAmerica Soccer Conference opponents upped its record to 7-0-1
overall and 2-0-0 in the conference.
"We played
as well as we
played all
year," coach
Gary Palmisano said. "We
didn't capitalize on every
opportunity,
but we didn't
get f r u a Palmlsano
trated." Both teams played a
scoreless first half, but it was BG
that dominated the contest with
smothering defense that held the
Chippewas to one shot on net in
the 90 minute contest.
Chris Williams scored off Ryan
Dell's free kick at 72:56. The
senior backfielder perfectly
timed his charge to the net sending the header into the net, much
to the delight of his mother who
exclaimed, "On Parent's Day
even!" The goal was Williams'
second of the season, giving him

a total of four points. Dell's assist
raised his assist total to three and
total points to five.
Senior forward Rob Martella
tied Neil Ridgeway's record of 36
career goals with a penalty kick.
Martella struck the ball into the
lower right hand corner of the
net as Chippewa goaltender
Jerry Smolensk] dove in anticipation in the opposite direction of
the shot.
Martella penetrated the defense and had dribbled into the
box before being tackled by a
Chippewa defender, setting up
the penalty kick The goal was his
seventh of the season and his
17th point, leaving him four
points behind Mark Jackson's
100 career points and 11 points
behind Ridgeway's schoolhistory leading 107 points.
Before Williams scored late in
the second half, the Falcon
offense had plenty of scoring opportunities, keeping the pressure
on the Chippewa defense, but
they could not put the ball in the
net.
Bob Boyle fed Martella with a
perfect pass that left the tricaptain with a wide-open run to
the net, but his shot deflected off
the goaltender's hands. Martella
had seven shots on net before he
scored on his eighth attempt.
Junior midfielder Mike Kelly
played strong offensively,
launching three, long shots fore-

ThcRCNrwi/LlMlal.

BG's Rob Martella chases past Brandon Miller of Central during BG's 2-0 victory.
ing Smolenski to make diving
saves.
"We played opposite of the
OSU game," Boyle said. "In this
game, we played well defensively and struggled offensively,

ANN ARBOR, Mich. ~ It took
just 12 seconds for Michigan's
Tyrone Wheat ley to begin the
worst rout In Houston's history.
Wheatley returned the opening
kickoff 99 yards for a touchdown
and the fourth-ranked Wolverines scored 35 points in the second quarter in a 61-7 romp over
the Cougars on Saturday.
"It was just a downhill run
from then on out," Houston coach
John Jenkins said.
It was the worst defeat ever for
Houston, eclipsing a 50-0 loss to
Texas in 1982.
"I think any time you go down
and cause a fumble on the kickoff
or return the klckoff for a touchdown, that starts your fire burning," Michigan coach Gary Moeller said. "I felt that emotion myself, on the sideline."

JTOPPERJlA 352-0077

Wheatley said the whole team
seemed fired up before the game.
"If you weren't in the locker
room before the game, you
couldn't experience the emotion," Wheatley said. "And that
transpired over to the field. After
the kickoff, everyone was lifted
up another 200 percent."

Uchee Pines Institute
presents...

A Preventive Medicine
and Simple Remedies Seminar:
■
■
■
■
■

Michigan's output matched the
record yield by Houston, which
was beaten 61-14 by Texas Tech
In 1954. Michigan, which controlled the ball 37 minutes, 49
seconds, rolled up 537 yards and
held the high-powered Cougars
to 276.
"You sure got to acknowledge a
great football team today," Jenkins said. "It'll be interesting to
see how far this team can go this
year. There's nothing they can do
about the Notre Dame tie. But
there's a lot they can do from
here on out."

rain-slickened field.
"They played excellent,"
Traver said. "Good defense
makes it easier for me in net and
takes away the possibility of mistakes [caused by the rain]."

emmra

Michigan jolts
Houston 6 / -7
The Associated Press

but still won. This is the sign of a
good team." Goaltender Dan
Traver had to come up with only
one save in the contest. Traver
credited the defense with making
his job easier, especially on the

_

Heart Disease
The Immune System
Nutrtion
Cancer Prevention
Simple Home Remedies

...with Agatha Thrash, M.D.
and the Uchee Pines Health Team
_
_
Join us for an hour or two.

o?Je7i
i I P"m"
BGSU ICe Arena

jt could a off in ears!

PV

V

Books and health materials will be
available lor purchat*.
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United States sweeps
Sweden in Davis Cup
MINNEAPOLIS -- John McEnroe and Pete Sampras, the doubles team that almost wasn't, rallied from a 2-1 deficit Saturday
and lifted the United States into
the Davis Cup final by beating
Sweden's Stefan Edberg and Anders Jarryd.
The 6-1, 6-7 (2-7), 4-6, 6-3, 6-3
victory gave the Americans a 3-0
lead In the best-of-5 semifinal,
rendering Sunday's singles
matches - Jim Courier vs. Edberg and Andre Agassi vs. Nicklas Kulti - meaningless.
The United States will meet
Switzerland, which leads Brazil
3-0 in its semifinal, Dec. 4-6 in
Fort Worth, Texas.
Appropriately, McEnroe - Mr.
U.S. Davis Cup - served for the
match. His winner put the United
States up 40-30. And when Edberg, the world's top-ranked
player, couldn't return McEnroe's hard serve to his forehand,
McEnroe earned his 58th Davis
Cup victory - 20 more than any
other American.
McEnroe and Sampras hugged
at the net, a bonding of the
33-year-old star of tennis past

and the 21-year-old hope of tennis future.
It was redemption for both
McEnroe and Sampras. Along
with Peter Fleming, McEnroe
lost doubles to Edberg and Jarryd in the 1984 final, giving Sweden the cup. Sampras dropped
his two singles matches in last
year's championship-round loss
in France.
Because McEnroe and Sampras, who had never before
teamed together, had practiced
poorly all week, Agassi and U.S.
captain Tom Gorman said late
Friday that a change was being
contemplated.
But the Americans decided before Saturday's match to stay
with McEnroe, one of the best
doubles players ever, and Sampras, the No. 3 player in the
world.
At first, the decision looked
brilliant, as the U.S. pair broke
Edberg and Jarryd three times in
a first set that took only 26
minutes.
But momentum swung in the
second-set tiebreaker, in which
Sampras lost both his serves. The

Learn how to
tame a mouse
Even the most user-friendly computer is difficult if you
don't know how to operate it. At Kinko's, we have
tutorials designed to teach you the ins and outs of
Macintosh* computing.
I Basic Macintosh computing
I Desktop publishing
► Word processing
► Microsoft Word
& Pagcmaker tutorials

! FREE Mac tutorials
| with 1 free rental hour
I
|
■
■

Please call for a reservation. Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and
saveoninstore.sclf-sernccMacintosh'computerrenuluine.Offervalid
for I free tutorial. I hourrcnlaland5lasercopiesduring8amio4pnn>nly
One coupon per person. Good through November 30,1992.

I Open 24 hours
I 354-3977
I 115 Railroad St.
I (Behind Myles Piizi)

I£
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the copy center

third set was on serve until Sampras double-faulted on break
point at 4-5, giving Sweden the
lead.
In the fourth, McEnroe and
Sampras re-established control
by breaking Jarryd to take a 2-1
lead. Sampras fought off a break
point in the next game, eventually prevailing with two straight
service winners. Later, Sampras'
ace gave the United States a 5-3
lead. And when Edberg failed to
convert on a serve-and-volley attempt, he was broken and the
match was tied.
McEnroe and Sampras took a
3-0 lead to start the fifth set.
They allowed only two points
while holding their serves and
broke Edberg on Sampras' volley.
From there, the United States
only had to hold serve, which
McEnroe did twice and Sampras
did once, losing only three points
in the process.
The U.S. team, seeking only its
second Davis Cup title since
1982, had taken a two-match lead
Friday night when Courier beat
Kulti.

Pirates
capture
division
by Alan Robinson
AP sports writer

PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh Pirates enjoyed winning
the NL East championship so
much the last two years, they decided it was a feat worth repeating.
The Pirates became the first
team since Philadelphia in
1976-78 to win three straight NL
East titles, beating the New York
Mets 4-2 Sunday behind Danny
Jackson to win their leaguerecord ninth championship since
divisional play began in 1969.
Jackson pitched six-hit ball
over seven-plus innings and Jay
Bell drove in two runs as the Pirates swept the three-game series to improve to 13-2 against
the Mets. The Pirates certainly
didn't back into their title: they're 19-7 so far this month and
have won nine of their last 11,
and 11 of 14.
Minutes before Pittsburgh's
victory, second-place Montreal
stayed mathematically alive with
a 1-0 win over Chicago. But then
Pirates clinched it In their final
home game of the season.
The only team In baseball to
win 90 or more games in each

Vikings crush
Boomless Cincy
by Joe Kay

AP sports writer
CINCINNATI - Everyone had a hand in the Minnesota Vikings' rout Sunday. Rich Gannon's sore right hand was the most
valuable one, though.
Gannon ignored an injured passing hand and led the Vikings to
their most lopsided victory in four years, throwing a career-high
four touchdown passes in a 42-7 drubbing of the dazed Cincinnati Bengals.
Gannon, playing with a chipped bone in the right hand, completed 19 of 22 passes for 212 yards during a 28-point first half
that put Minnesota (3-1) in position to do anything it wanted. He
wound up with a career-high 318 yards on 25 of 32 passing.
The Vikings dominated every phase: Cris Carter had a careerhigh 11 catches for 124 yards, including a pair of touchdowns;
Terry Allen scored three touchdowns, and Todd Scott had three
of the Vikings' four interceptions off Boomer Esiason, who was
benched midway through the third quarter.
Cincinnati (2-2) threw all-out blitzes and mixed coverages at
Gannon, but nothing worked. The Vikings scored on five of their
first seven possessions for a 35-0 lead.
Allen turned a short pass from Gannon into a 15-yard touchdown on Minnesota's first possession, Carter caught a 15-yarder
for a 14-0 lead, and Allen's 2-yard run made it 21-0 late in the
second quarter. Gannon hit 11 straight passes during the span.
Allen's 1-yard run made it 28-0 at the half, and Gannon threw a
30-yarder to Carter to complete the 35-polnt spurt early in the
third quarter. He added a 31-yard touchdown pass to Hassan
Jones in the fourth quarter.
Gannon injured his hand and sat out the second half of a 26-20
victory last Sunday over Tampa Bay. He had no apparent problems throwing Sunday, working over the Bengals' secondary
with tight spirals, finding open receivers whenever he needed.
The Vikings converted 8-of-9 third-down plays in the first
half, when they held the ball for nearly 21 minutes behind Gannon's high-percentage passing.
The big early lead let the Vikings defense take liberties, turning it into another miserable passing day for Esiason, the
22nd-ranked passer in the NFL. He completed 11 of 21 for 97
yards and four interceptions.
All four interceptions were poor throws, prompting a chorus
of boos and calls for backup Don Hollas, who took over five
minutes into the second half. Esiason now has thrown for two
touchdowns and seven interceptions.

season of the 90s, the Pirates are season. And each of their last
just the third NL team to win three championships has been
three straight division titles and clinched on a Sunday afternoon.
they've done it twice They also
Doug Drabek pitched the first
won three in a row from 1970-72.
two division clinchers, but JackPittsburgh's next challenge is son got this one, shutting out the
to advance to the World Series. Mets until Dave Gallagher's oneThe Pirates have lost the last two out double and Eddie Murray's
years in the playoffs, and have RBI single in the seventh. Jacknot been to the World Series son (8-12) struck out three and
walked one until being lifted
since 1979.
after allowing singles to Jeff
The NL playoffs begin Oct. 6 at McKnight and Ryan Thompson to
the home of the West winner, start the eighth inning.
most likely Atlanta. The Braves
Danny Cox got the next two hitdefeated Pittsburgh in a tight,
seven-game series last October. ters, walked Murray to load the
The Pirates won Sunday the bases, then got Kevin Bass to
way they've won all season, with bounce into an inning-ending
plenty of good defense, with force play. Stan Belinda pitched
Andy Van Slyke and Barry Bonds the ninth, giving up one run, and
supplying the offense and with got his 17th save.
just enough pitching.
The Pirates dldnt want to wait
Baseball's winningest team so until they were in Chicago on
far in the •gOs they've won 286 Monday to clinch, nor did they
games the Pirates also became want to wait for second-place
the first team to clinch a division Montreal to lose again to clinch.
title for the second straight And there was no waiting.
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-Scoreboard

Cardinals stun Miami, 19-9

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Associated Prcu TOP 25

MAC SUMMARIES

Associated Press

MUNCIE. Ind. - Tailback
Corey Croom rushed for 242
yards on 39 carries, nearly outgaining the entire Miami of Ohio
offense, as Ball State defeated
the Redskins 19-9 Saturday in the
Mid-American Conference.
Croom gained 34 yards as Ball
State moved 81 yards in 11 plays
for the only touchdown of the
first half. Mike Neu capped the
drive with a 9-yard scoring pass
to tight end Dan Mawhoor.
The Cardinals (2-2 overall, 2-0
in the MAC) led 17-0 after three
quarters. Mike Swart kicked a
31-yard field goal in the third
quarter and Neu ended a 67-yard,
5 play drive with a 14-yard scoring pass to Brian Oliver. Croom,
who had netted only 283 yards in
Ball State's first three games,
had a 50-yard run on the drive's
second play.
Miami (1-2-1, 0-1) got on the
scoreboard on a 33-yard field
goal with 10:42 to play and then
moved 47 yards in six plays to
score on a 3-yard toss from Neil
Dougherty to Lakumba Wallace
with 3:57 to play.
Ball State, which had lost seven
of its last nine games with the
Redskins, then had Bryant Branigan sack Dougherty in the end
zone with 22 seconds to play.
The Cardinals, who held Miami
to only 61 net yards rushing, recovered four of five fumbles by
the visitors and recorded eight
sacks for 48 yards.
Miami finished the game with
765 net yards.

4 yards on the Broncos' first two
possessions of the second half as
Western Michigan improved to
2-1 overall and in the MAC. Ohio
U. fell to 1-3 and 1-2
Tayles also completed 13 of 23
passes for 158 yards with no
interceptions.

MID-AMERICAN

CONFERENCE

Andre Wallace chipped in with
170 yards on 17 rushes for
Western Michigan.
Western took the third-quarter
kickoff and went 80 yards in 10
plays, capped by Tayles' plunge.
After forcing Ohio U. to punt
after three downs, Western put
together a 61-yard drive in five
plays that was aided by two Bobcat penalties, including a passinterference call that put the ball
at the 4. Tayles then made it 12-0.
Ohio U.'s only points came on a
23-yard field goal by Jeff Marchant.
Western then sealed the outcome on a 1-yard run by Dave
Madsen.
DR. Robinson completed 17 of
29 passes for 170 yards with one
interception for the Bobcats.

WMU19,OU3 CMU28,UT9
ATHENS, Ohio - Western
Michigan quarterback Brad
Tayles rushed for two short
touchdowns to break open a
scoreless game in the third quarter and Ohio University fumbled
eight times as the Broncos won
19-3 in the Mid-American Conference Saturday.
Tayles scored on runs of 1 and

MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich. - Joe Youngblood threw two second-quarter touchdowns to D.J.
Reid and Boris Martysz returned
an interception 60 yards for another score Saturday as Central
Michigan beat Toledo 28-9.
Youngblood and Reid connected on scoring plays of 19 and 51
yards as the Chippewas (3-1

overall, 2-0 MAC) moved into a
first-place tie with Bowling
Green, last year's conference
champion.
Bowling Green, which beat
East Carolina in a nonconference game Saturday, travels to Mount Pleasant for a firstplace showdown next week.
Toledo (2-2, 0-2) managed Just
67 net yards rushing on 24 carries, while Central finished with
195 net yards on 64 carries. Brian
Pruitt led the Chippewas with 102
yards on 40 carries.
Martysz's TD return with 2:26
left in the game was the only
scoring of the second half.
The Chippewas, who beat
Michigan State two weeks ago
and Ohio 24-0 last week, were led
defensively by linebackers Mike
Kiler and Bryant Satterlee, who
made 11 tackles apiece. Kiler had
Central's only sack and one of its
two interceptions.
Central opened the scoring on
Pruitt's 23-yard run with 4:S3
remaining in the second quarter.
Toledo got a safety with 31 seconds left in the quarter when a
Central punt snap sailed out of
the end zone.
Youngblood's 19-yard TD pass
to Reid made it 14-2 with 9:30 to
play before halftime, and the
51-yarder gave the Chippewas a
21-2 lead five minutes later.
The Rockets got their only
points 1:16 before halftime on
Tim Kubiak's 9-yard pass to
Marcus Goodwin, who finished
with nine catches for 154 yards.
Reid caught five passes for 100
yards. Youngblood was 11 of-16
for 173 yards and was intercepted once. Kubiak finished
18-of-38 for 241 yards and two
interceptions.

J

Elll Carolina
Bowling Greta

7
13 6
17 14 6

1-34
7-44

E-J.Smilh 4 run (Owens kick)
B-Szlachcic 23 pan from While

(leaver kick)
II LSmilh 7 run (Leaver kick)
B-Leaver 30 FG
E-J.Smilh I run (Owens kick)
B-Jackion I run (Leaver kick)
E-Zophy 29 pan from Anderson
(kick failed)

B-Jackson I run (pass failed)
B'Johnson 4 run (Leaver kick)

19. Oklahoma (2-1)
20. Southern California (2-0-1)
21. Nonh Carolina Scale (4-1)

A-I2.5I2
TEAM STATISTICS

3-31
5-33
0-0
04)
12-66
5-50
23:39
36:21
STATISTICS

13. Florida (1-1)
14. Virginia (44))
15. Nebraska (3-1)
16. Georgia (3-1)
17. Syracuse (2-1)
18. Stanford (3-1)

E-Driver IS pass from Anderson
(Driver pass from Anderson)

Punts
Fumbleslosl
Pinallics yards
Possession Time
INDIVIDUAL

Miami (12) (3-0)
Honda Slate (4) (4-0)
Michigan (241-1)
TeaasA4M(I)(4-0)
None Dame (3-0-1)
Tennessee (4-0)
Penn Stale (44))
Alabama (4-0)

12. Ohm Slate (3 0)

E-J. Smith I run (pass failed)

ECU
26
20114
406
3
36-59-3

Washington (44) (3-0)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
».

10. Colorado (4 (I)
11. UCLA (3-0)

R-Kcdd 18 pass from While (Ixaver
kick)

First Downs
Rushes-yards
Passini yards
Reuim yards
Passes

1.

BGSU
31
48-226
246
50
27-40-1

22. Boston College (44))
23. Georgia Tech (2-1)
24. Mississippi Stale (2-1)
25. Clemen (1-2)

MAC STANDINGS

RUSHING—ECU, I Smith 14-71, Letcher
236, Van HUTCH 2-17. BGSU. Jackson 1679, LSmilh 10-38, Caid 12-38. Johnson

1.
2.
1.

Central Michigan (2-0. 3-D
Hall Stale (2-0. 2-2)
Bowling Green (1-0.2-2)

4. Akron (2-1, 2-1)
5.

Weslem Michigan (2-1. 2-1-1)

5-27, While 4-23, llankins 1-21.
PASSING—ECU, Anderson 33-55-3-379,
McConnell 3-40-27. Foreman 0-1-0.
BGSU. While 27-40-1-246.

6

Ohio (1-2. 1-3)

7.
8

E Michigan (0-1. 0-3)
Miami (0-1. 1-2-1)

RECEIVING— ECU. Zophy 12-148.
Lelcher 7-80. Crumpler 6-104. Van Burcn
5-26. Driver 3-38. J. Smith 2-5. BGSU.
Card 6-35. Szlachcic 5-65. Redd 4-59.

10 Toledo (0-2. 2-2)
Saturday's Results:

McElroy 4-34, Jackson 2-11, Lon| 214,
L Smith 2-10.

9. Ken (0-2,0-3)
Ball St. 19. Miami . Ohio 9
Bowbng Green 44. East Carolina 34
Central Michigan 28. Toledo 9
Weslem Michigan 19. Ohio 3
Kenl 17. Eastern 14
Next Saturday'! Gamea
Akron at Ohio, LOO pin.

Q

Ball Si. at Weslem Michigan, 1 p.m.
Bowling Green at Central Mich., 1:30

p.m.
Kenl St. al Cincinnati
Miami, Ohio al Eastern Mich., 6:00 p.m.
Toledo, idle
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Continued from page three,
flanker Mark Szlachcic - and
pull their offense together under
a revitalized quarterback Erik
White. Szlachic had five receptions for 65 yards and
receiver Ronnie Redd had 59
yards on four receptions.
"I was just really pleased for
our offense," Blackney said. "We
finally played a game I feel like
was up to our potential."
It was White who showed the
biggest improvement since the
losses to Ohio State and Wisconsin. He passed for 246 yards with
27 receptions on 40 attempts and
one interception, throwing to

nine different receivers.
"It's a great feeling of redemption right now," White said. "I
think the past two weeks we kind
of stuggled for whatever reason,
and being able to get a win
against a real formidable opponent such as East Carolina is a real
shot in the arm."
White was also able to vary his
cadence at the line to draw the
Pirate's defense off-sides five
times.
"The way our offense was
functioning today, they were just
outstanding," Blackney said. "I
knew we were hitting on all eight

cylinders. Erik probably played
the best game I've seen him play
in the two years we've been here.
If he plays like that, we've got a
good chance to have success all
the way out."
ECU'S head coach Steve Logan
also had high praise for the Falcon ring leader.
"He did a good job with his
verbal skills and drawing us offsides," Logan said. "The defensive linemen have got to watch
the football. They were listening
and not focusing.
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Monday Lunch Special
Gourmet Personal Pizza
with Tossed Salad

$3.75
11:30-1:30
Located in University Union

